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A METHOD OF BALANCING, REVOLV
ING, AND RECIPROCATING WEIGHTS 
IN LOCOMOTIVES, AS APPLIED TO 
INSIDE CYLINDER ENGINES. 

By JNO. SCOULAR. 

The subject had been chosen by him as one that might 
be of interest to members generally, and though apphed 
in this ca se to locomotives , his object was t o place before 
them something lwhich would promote discussion and 
interchange of ideas, and to his mind it was one of which 
all mechanical men should possess some knowledge, not 
merely from a theoretical point of view, but from a prac
tical standpoint, and based upon the latter lines he ven
ture to approach. 

The balancing of revolving and reciprocating weights 
in locomotive engines had at one time and another given 
rise to a fair amount of discussion through the columns. 
of "Engineering," and, notwithstanding all he had read 
on the matter, his own opinions were formed from ex
perience gained, careful working out so as to ascertain 
the correct amount of balance, where it should be placed 
in the wheel rim, and how to arrive at such a decision, 
so that the effec t of the disturbing forces set up by the 
engine when running on the road might be neutralised . 

. Before describing in detail the method adopted as a sol
ution of the problem, he might state that in designing 
an engine for passenger service, it was a matter of some 
importanoe for the engineer to determine in his own mind 
what proportion of reciprocating forces, as well as tqe 
whole of the revolving ~weights, could be effectivelly 

balanced by the application of a minimum amount of mat
erial placed near the wheel rim, and to so adjust the· 
weights as to ohviate hammer-action on the rail surface. 
The inside cylinder engine rendered this feature practic-
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able to a very great extent, and specially so wherec-ast 
~teel wheels we re used, pe!rmitting the balance we ights 
to be cas t in the wheels and formed of a ltme or: crescen t 
shape would as will be s.een form the diagr.am. It would 
be easily unders tood that the vertical disturbing forces 
.arising from heavy balance weights produce hamme r
action on the rail surface, and in quick running eng,ines , 
unbalanced or only slightly balanced, reciprocating 
force produced unsteady riding of the engine . 

Var:ious engineers diffe r in opinion with re gard to the 
.a ctual amount of the reciprocating forces to be balanced, 
'so much so that they va ried from half to two-th ird's , 
and even three-quarters of the a ctual forecs in pass,enger 
engines; in g oods engines from one-third to one-half, 
and it might be of interes.t to note to what extent op
inions diffieTed among men who had opportunities of 

-observing p ractical results . Professor Unwin said bal
ance none of the reciprocating we ights, Profe ssor Perry 
said bfllance all, and Profe s sor Rankine said balance all, 
P,I1Q the latter gentleman had even gone so far as to 
suggest suspending an engine, running it and placing 
counte r-weights in bit by bit until proper balance was 

. obtained, but he was not aware whether this idea was 
caJrried out or not. Personally he did no t think the the

·ory advan ced would meet the conditions under which 
an engine would run on the road. It was often found 
that the wheels of goods engine were too small to per-

· mit of the revolving weights being balanc,ed to the fUll 
·extent, but in the ca &e of slow ru,nning engines this was 
not a matter of great importance , and a s he was oniy 

· going to deal with a pass,enger service engine, he would 
not attempt to enlage upon that part of the question 
at present. 

If a horozintal reciprocating force be one-third balanc-
· ed by a revolving weight the disturbing for ces will be 
equal hori·zontally and vertically, for horizontally the 

· cp.sturbing force will be due to the inertiaof the unbal
itnced part of the reciprocating force, and vertically the 

-disturbing force will be due to the centrifugq.l force u . 

the revolving weights, which is equal to one-half of LdC 

· reciprocating force, and i t was best to balance r,ecipro
eating forc~, where possible, by other forces tr an smitted 

-along the coupling rods of an engine. 
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In the case of -inside cylinder engines, it frequently 
occurred that a surplus in the crank boss of the trailing
wheels, of a four-coupled engine was avajJab1e for that
purpose, and under these circumstances, a light balance 
weIght was permissible in these wheels; a matter of some 
importance and one that should not be lost sight of. 

He might here mention a case, described in "Engine
eirng," of an engine which had the whole of the revolving 
weights, and only one-half of the reciprocating weights 
balanced throughout the coupled wheels, and it ran stead
ily at 300 revolutions per minute. An accident happened 
to the valve gear which necessitated it running with one 
cylinder, and it was observ·ed with some surprise that 
the engine ran nearly as steadiJyas before; the explana
tion was, that the stopping of one piston, connecting 
rod, &c ., merely reversed the direotion of the disturbing 
force without -increasing it, and thus proved the sound
ness of balancing the whole of the revolving weights in 
each wheel separately , and equally dividing the counter
weight due to a proportion of the reciprocating parts. It 
was a recognised fact by all engineers having had prac
tical experience that reciprocating forces could not be 
completely balanced by revolving wcights, owing to the 
different velocities with which the r,eciprocating parts 
changed their d~rection at the front and back end of each 
s troke, but there was no difficulty where both motions. 
could be separately provided for. However, 'iIn locomo
tives this could not be done without (;omplicating the 
mechanism of the engine; therefore it remained for a fait' 
proportion of these parts to be balanced as fa r as prac
ticable by the revolving we ights. 

It would probably be within the mimds of some oJ the 
members of this Association that some years ago an 
attempt was made on the Victorian railways t o balance 
the whole of the reciprocating wei,ghts in a locomotive by 
placing exceptionally heavy weights ill the wheel rim, 
with the result that the permanent way was seriously 
disarranged for several miles; and from this fact alone it 
would appear that engineers sho~ld e x·ercise ev·ery care 
and give a pref,erence to something within the mark 
rather than overbalance engines. From his own personal 
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experience m connection with the very best locomotive 
practice of British builders, he ventured to say that they 
were all guided in this direction, and it was doubtful if 
you will find more than two-thirds of the reciprocating 
forces balanced as a maximum by any of · them, and he 
tbougbt in some cases you may find less. Of course, you 
must understand 'he was not now including any of the 
railway companies , as he was inclined to think some of 
their engineers did very extraordinary things in the way 
of balancing, and cases were known of engines having 
the .right han d crank leading, balanced accordingly, 
being changed to the left hand crank leading, and the 
balance weights ldt alone in the original position, it being 
taken for granted that it d~d not create any difference, 
and tha.t everything was correct . In considering the blow 
given by a balance weight on the ra:iJ surface it should 
be borne in mind that it was given gradually and more 
especially with hUle or crescent shaped weights, and it 
might be necessary for him to say a few words on (he 
uneven wear of tyres, as this formed an important patr 
in the maintenance of the engine, and at hines an item 
of heavy expenditure in the workshops; but this L~uld 
be obviated to some extent by not balancing too much of 
the reciprocating forces; a:n:d for two reasons . Two 
c; auses contributed to the uneven wear of tyres. If over. 
halanced there was a lifting effort and a downward effort 
a1t.emately with each revolution of the engine, and when· 
the balance weight wa" in its highest position the crank 
angle might be such that when the resultant weight on 
rail is at its least the crank effort was approachUng its 
maximum, and both combined to make the wheel slip at 
this point, and a flat place was worn on the tyre . Now, 
if a proper proportion of the reciprocating forces were 
left unbalanced it would, by tending to equalise the crank 
effort, make it less at the point mentioned, so that when 
the adhesive weight was a ssisted by less centnfugal 
force there was a reduced crank effort, and therefore less 
tendency to slip. So that by balancing a smaller amount 
of the teciprocating forces lessened the slip in two ways; 
fIrst the total lifting on the wheel was less, and second 
the crank effort was less. Of cOUT Sre in treating a par· 
ticular case the maximum combined crank elt ort must 
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n ot b e ne glected, nor the maximum 1llting effort ·due to 
both balance weig hts. As t o wear of tyres generally, 
this was lessened to a very great degree by dis tribu tilng 
the b a lanoe of the r eciprocating forces between the 
coupled whels . Practice had proved this, and iiIlstances 
we re known where the wear of tyres amounted t o qui te 
twice as much for certain classes of e ngines running WIth 
two-thirds of the reciprocating forces balanced in driving 
wheels alone and n one of the m balanced in the other 
couple d wheeh 

H e would proceed' to sblow how masses revolving round 
the diffe rent vertical planes in a locomotive engine might 
be treate d ill. a systematic manner , and the forces set up 
ln these direc tions made t o balance each other by a 
component force, produced from those weights requiring 
t o be dealt with, so as t o gi·ve a correct b a lance in each 
wheel at the angle or position dete rmined'. 

Plate n .-Fig. I :in elevation showed an outline of a 
wheel having crank A revolving at a distance r from 
centre o f axle, and a counte,rbalance AI revolvlng at dis
tance rl from centre of axle. From th:ils view alone it 

I Ax~ 
wou d appear that A x I' equalled Al x rl, or Al=--- but a 

r 1 
further r eview of the case shown in fig. 2, Plate 11., . 

showed that something else had to be considered, owill.g 
t·o the forces forming an indirect covple in the vertical 
planes, consequently a second counterbalance, A2, was 
brought into exis tence, which must be placea in the 
opposite wheel of the e ngine, and so adjusted that the 
moments of these two weights, AI and A2, transversely, 
would bring their centre of gravity to the same vertical 
plane a s that of the crank, the computation then being as 

follows :-AI equalled (A:+A 2) x--L- or A2 equalled (Al+ 
x+y 

A2) ,, _x_ , and by enlarging upon this rule and taking some 
x+y 

definite weight for A, say 4001bs., and fixing R at 12", Rl at 
J8", X at ],6", and y at 40", they obtained the values of Al and 
A2 as fo\.lo.w.8:-
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A.. x R 400 x 12 
Al+A2= _r_ l- = ItS 266i 1bs. 

then Al=266i x - y - =266! lbs. x.!O = 190·5Ih8. 
x+y 56 

, x 16 
and A2=266t x--=266tlbs. x - =76·2Ibs. x+y . x 56 . 

It will 'therefore be seen that to creat.e a perft'l't balance. for 
400 Ibs., revolving at 12" radius from centre of axle, Al requires 
to be 190'5 Ibs. and A2 76'2 Ibs" both placed at 18" radius' 
fr om centre Of axle, and 16" on one side and 40" on the 
other transversely from centre of crank. If this could 
be done it' would be a thorough solu.tion s f the problem 
for ins~de cranks as far as the nevolving weights were 
concerned, bu,( he had already stated, it entails' cp mplica
tion. of parfs:and it was better in practice to b,aJan-ce 
each SIde of t ile engine within itself, and place the bal, 
ance weigl}ts at given angles in the wheels . 

He now' wished to snow t&at by modify.ia1g the calc,ula
tion a nd working from the centre line of engine, the 
result became precisely the same, and it would be more 
easy to follow throughout the entire system, .in its appli
cation to the different paTts of the engmle. Having found 
by the hrst method that 4001bs. at 12 inches radius was 
balanced by two opposite forces, AI equa l to 190.5 lbs " 
and A2 equal to 76.2 lbs . placed at r8 inches radius , and 
a t given distances from the centre of crank transversely, 
the method resolved itself into the following form, 
treated on the principle of a beam:-

Al=266~ x ci +fI.=266~ x 2",+ 12 =190 ;jlb~. 
1> ~ d ~ 5ti 

A -2662 d-a_2C)6~ 28 - 12_ 76 '21b 
2- '3 x 2 d - ~ '3 x 5ti - s . 

and the weight so found being applied in the reverse' 
direction, suitable to the angle of crank, gave a set of 
weights in each wheel to be trea ted by the parallelogra m 
of forces and composed into one weight in each wheel . 
He would explain this method more ful1y in dealing with 
the question generally , ane to the a pplication of the sys
tem to the' whole of the engine;' but ,before doing so, he 
might point out that in this ca se he was ne glecting any
thing in the fo rm of balance for the eccentriics and con-
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nections oin the driving wheels, as the eftects of thes~ 
weights were so small that in most cases they might be 
entirely neglected for ordinary practi.cal purposes . 
Assuming the engine to be dealt with, a four-wheeled 
coupled one, with inside cylinders 26 inches stroke, w.ith 
the outside crank bosses, coupling rods and 'crank pins 
revolving at 12 inches radiu s ; but it must be understood 
that all the weights would be brought to a common 
radius for the purpose of facilitating the calculation. 

The r~ciprocating weights being made up as follbws:-
'fhe revolving weights at 13" radius in driying wheels, 

inside, are:-
1 Crank Pin with two Crank Sweeps = 3851bs. 
1 Large end of Connecting Rod = 2351bs. 

. On plane of Crank these weights-A = 6:!Olbs. 
The revolving weights at 12" radius, in driving and trailing 

"beeis, outside, are :-
1 Outside Crank Pin 
t of Coupling Rod 
On plane of Coupling Rod these Weights-B =-

201bs. 
861bs. 

1061bs. 
106 x 12 . 

Then B = 13 = 981bs. at 13" radlU~. 

One unbalanced part of Crank Boss-O = 681bs. 
68 x 12 . 

Then C = 13 :.= 631bs. at IS" radIUS, and re-

volves on the plane of outside crank boss. 
Diagrams Xo. 3 and Sa show end views of driving and 

trailing w heele, with the following dimensions :-
2a centre to centre of cylinders 2' 4" 28" or a 14-
2b "coupling rods 5 ' II" 71" 
2c" " crank bosses 3 ' 1- 61· 
2d" "balance weights 4' 11 59" 
The reciprocating weights being mad~ up 

consist of:

" b 355" 
" c 30'5" 
" d 29'5" 

as follows, 

] Piston with rin~~s, rod and nut complete = 200lbs. 
1 Oross-head, 2 Slide-blocks, pins and nuts = 1201b8. 
1 Small end of Oonnecting rod = 1251bs. 
On Plane of Orank these weights-R = 4451bs. 

The assumption in this case was to balance two-thirds 
of the reciprocating weights on each side of the engine, 
that meant one-third in each wheel, and treating these 
weights as indicated by skeleton clI.iJagram NO.4, he 
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-obtained an inside reciprocating mass R equal' to 455 
lbs., and computing on the lines set down in· the previous 
remarks, we obtained two values of t4at weight thus:--

IbM. 
R d + a 445 29'5 + 14 

RI =sx2d=Tx 69 -148 x'73 = 108 , 
R d-a 445 29'5 - 14 

R2=3"~=-3- x 59 ' "'T\~ ' x '26= 38 

Having an inside revolving 'mass at 13" r l\d.i . A=620lbB. 
-for the cranK: and conncctious, we also get two ' v~~s for that 
weight, and computing these forces on the Bame -lines-see 
flkeleton diagram No.4, Plate' III., we get:-

d + a _ 620 29 '5 + 14 
Al = A x 2d - x 59 

Ibs. 

620 " '78 = ,.t.53 

d - a 29 '.5 - 14 
A2 = A x 2d = 620 x 59 = 6~0 x '26 = 161 

and now working, as shown on skeletqndiagram No.5, Plate 
II., we get an outside revolving Ill:~~\ at, 12" radius, B= 106 
for half coupling rod and crank pin ~Q\ve~ ~nto a weight 
equal 981bs. at 13" radius. We also . ~b t tw,~ values for 
that weight thus :-

b + rl 35'5 + 29'1i 
BI = B x 2d = 98 x 5!:i = 98 x 1'1 = 103 

b - d 35'5 - 29'5 
B2 = B x 2d = 98 x Gl:/ = 98 x 'l = 10 

and it must be born in mind these values held good, and were 
applicable to bot.h driving and trailing wheels. 

Skeleton diagram No. ' 6, P~te II., showed they had yet 
another outside revolving ml!oS Il to dea,l with at 12" radjns, C= 
-6ilbs. for the unhalanced paNt of crank boss .resolved into a 
weight equal to 681bs. a.t q n' ra.g.iqS, this also represented two 
values for that weight; thus ':-

lbs. 

, c + d 30'5 + :.!95 
C1 =C=2d=63= 59 =63=102= 64 

c - d 30'5 - 29'5 
C2 = C = 2r= 63 = - -59-- = 63 = '02 = 

These values were also applicable to the driving anG 
i .railing wheels, but it might be necessary for him to 
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pc6i t ·out. tha t the difference of dis tance between the cenl. 
TTes of ~rank bosses and balanced weights t ransve r6eJy 
wa.s so- slight, and the weights revolving very near ly on 
the same ver tical plane, the method might almost he 

. neglefi ted" but as this was not ailways the case, p.e pre
ferre'd CleaJing with the question in its entiJre form, and. 
for the present it must be a ssumed that all these weight:s 
found were ac tually place d in the positions obtained it. 
~Quld be s·een that fin ally such was not the case.: 
. He would now p roceed to balance both sides of the' 
engine. Diagram NO. 7, plate 11 showed left hand drivmg 
wheel, diagram No . 8 right hand, diagram NO.9 showed 
left hand trailing wheel , and diagram Np. 10 right han£:!, 
and proce edling from the left hand s ide , the weigh~s 
found to balance the engine were placed as follows iIn 
these diagrams:-To balance one-third of the total rec.ip
r;ocating weights in each pair of wheels, RI . e qua l to 108· 

lbs ., was placed in line of the outside crank boss in Idt. 
ha,nd wheel R2 equal 38 Ibs. was placed direc tly opposite 
this weight in r ight hand wheel. This applie d to the 
traiJIing wheels also . The inside revolving weights wer.e 
balance d by AI equal to 453 Ibs ., andl A2 equal to 101 
Ibs . placed.in the same relative positions as the recipro-· 
eating weights. The outside revolving weights w er.e 
bClJlanced by BI equal t o 108 Ibs. and CI equal to 64 Ibs. 
placed opposite the outside crank boss "in left hand whe el ,. 
and B2 equal to 10 lbs., and C2 equal to I lb. were plac;ed 
on the oppo.site side of the axle from these wei:ghts, in 
right hand wheel for both driving and! trailing wheels . 
By working from the le ft hand side of the eng ine, and 
having arrived at certain large weights to be placed in 
left hand wheels , and oertain small weights in r ight 
hand wheel s, the same system of distribution was' now 
applied to the weights on right hand side of engine, ex
cept that they were placed at an angle of 45 degrees in 
advance of those in left hand wheel, and it would be· 
easily seen that this gave a set of balance weights in 
each wheel which could be composed into one by the 
parallelogram of forces, and so obtained a compon
ent weight at a given angle , and the actual balance 
weights came out a s shown in these diagrams by summ
ing up the totals found as follows:-Taking the left 
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hand d riving wheel, RI and A I, equal to 561 lbs. to b'al
ance the revolving weights and one-third of the recip':" 
rocating force s in thi's wheel , these were counteracted 
by a weight 131 and CI, equal to 172 lbs . put in to baJ.
ance the outsid~ crank boss , half of coupling rod a nd-. 
crank pin, consequently 561 - 172, equal to 389 lbs. act
ing on the same line in the direction of outside crank 
boss. Then by dealing with the small weights comilng 
over from righ t hand wheel, they obt alned' R2, A2, B2,. 
and C2 = 210 lbs., acting at right angles in ad'vance of 
outside cr;::,nk boss a s shown on dia.gram. The tangent 

210 
a = 889 ='54 = 28t degrees , and these weights composed 

in to one force in the direction of x = .v 38~·+2lCJ2_4421bs. at 
13" radius placed at the angle obtained. H aving thus fonnd th e 
weight at 13" radius,. it could be adjusted to any size, so that 
the radius of its centre of gravity from centre of axle x by its. 
weight=442 x 13. The right hand-driving wheel could be 
treated in a similar manner, bearing in mind the fact that the 
crank in this case was placed at right angles in advance of those 
in the left-hand wheel, and the weights must be considered 
accordingly. 

Coming now to the left-hand trailing wheel, wherein 
they also balanced one-th~rd of the reciprocating forces , 
th'ey get RI = I 08 lbs. to balance these forces, and' B I 
and CI = 172 lbs . acting precisely the same a s previ
ous~y ·described; but in thils case the revolving weight 
was counte ra:cte d by the reciprocating force aJone, con
sequently 172 - 108 = 64 lbs .. , acting on the same line 
in the opposit e direction to outsnde crank boss. They 
had also in this ca se some small weights commg over 
from the right-hand wheel R2, B2, and C2 = 49 lbs., 
actin g al1: r ight angles in advance of the crank boss, a.s 

as shown on diagram. In this case tangent a = !: = ·76 = 

37~ degrees, and these weigbts composed into one force in the· 
direction of x .v642+492=80Ib. at 13" radiuf';, placed at the 
angle obtained, and in other r espects treated in precisely the· 
same manner as the driving-wheels. 
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Diagrams Nos . I] and 12 showed the wheels placed 
on the axles, and the relative positions of the wei!ghts so 
found for ea ch pair of wheels. 

He wished to point out that, :in making up the calcula
t ion s, he had disregarded decimal points as much as pos
sible, 'and in some cases taken the neaJest Whole figures. 
ln conclusion, he hoped his paper w,pul cIJ be of some in
terest to the Association by promQtiPg a fair amount 
.of discussion . 
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